Many of the great engineering projects of the last 50 years were conceived on Clearprint drafting papers. Starting with the San Francisco Bay Bridge in 1933 to NASA's Space Shuttle of the '80s.

The intervening years also saw great achievements drafted on Clearprint. From the fierce P-51 Fighter Plane of the '40s to the somewhat less fierce Gillette Blue Blades and razors of the '50s to the urbane convenience of BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) in the '60s and '70s ... America's engineers and architects have drafted the future on Clearprint.

We're looking forward to the next 50 years. The profession has already seen changes with the advent of CAD/CAM. As requirements change, Clearprint will meet the challenge - maintaining our leadership in fine drafting media.

Our 50th anniversary also gives us an opportunity to thank our customers for their continued patronage - and for their ideas that were first expressed on Clearprint paper. In turn we pledge to continue producing the fine drafting papers you've trusted for the past half-century. The same papers that most engineers and architects learned to draft on, the same papers they stay with during their careers.

CLEARPRINT IS READY FOR THE NEXT 50.
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